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Rebel With a Cause
Didier Dagueneau's outspoken manner ruffles feathers in the Loire, 

but his convictions advance the quality of Pouilly-Fumé

By Jacqueline Friedrich

On a cold, bright December morning Didier Dagueneau is preparing to set
off for Slovakia to compete in dog sled races. He and his crew are
scrubbing a van, sweeping cages, roping sleds together. As work
progresses, he breaks off to taste through his '94 Pouilly-Fumés with a
half-dozen visitors--a Paris wine merchant, a journalist, some racing
buddies--in a dimly lit cellar lined with barrels. The wines are taut, bone-
dry and show bracing acidity--the best reflection of Pouilly-Fumé
imaginable in one of the worst vintages in recent memory. "This year my
neighbors made cocktails of '94, '93 and sugar," declares Dagueneau.
"Just as they mixed their '93s with their '92s."

Fighting words? You bet. Dagueneau (pronounced DAG-eh-no), the 40-
ish enfant terrible of the Loire Valley, means them to be. With his tangled
mane of flame-red hair, his icy blue stare and grunge garb, Dagueneau
crusades for his vision of authentic Pouilly-Fumé, denouncing infidels
anywhere he can hold an audience.

On French national television Dagueneau has inveighed against
overproduction. At home he leads visitors on tours of Pouilly's vineyards
as a prosecutor marshals evidence, showing not just his own impeccable
plots but a sampling of his neighbors' high-yielding, weed-infested parcels
as well. Recently he sent his official declarations of harvest to journalists,
documenting yields, chaptalization and his bill for harvesters. Like a
politician revealing his tax returns, he was providing proof of purity. And
like a politician, he was throwing down the gauntlet to his confreres.

But Dagueneau's best proof is surely his wine, which many consider to be
the region's new benchmark. "He is one of the great winemakers of our
generation," states Denis Dubourdieu, the Bordeaux enologist credited
with revolutionizing white wine production in that region. Dubourdieu
collaborates with Dagueneau in experiments with yeasts and skin contact
and knows his work intimately. "Didier is an artist in the truest sense of
the word. He makes wine according to an ideal in his head. He's
constantly evolving, looking for better ways to express the terroir. His
wines reveal the finesse of Sauvignon Blanc. Tasting them is like
listening to great music. You may not understand at first. You must keep
tasting. But you never tire of them."

Dagueneau made his wine debut in 1982 with 1.2 hectares (about 3 acres)
of vines. Today he cultivates 11.5 hectares (28.4 acres) spread over St.-
Andelain, one of the most densely planted communes in the Pouilly-Fumé
appellation. Perhaps appropriately, his winery is located at its summit,
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appellation. Perhaps appropriately, his winery is located at its summit,
looking out over the vineyards of the Baron de Ladoucette, down to the
Loire River and beyond, to the vineyards of Sancerre on the opposite
bank.

Dagueneau, who has had no training in viticulture or enology, spent his
youth as a motocross racer. And he credits the spirit of competition--
which he recaptures today in dog sled racing--for his excellence as a
winemaker. "I want to be the best," he says. "If you want to be the best,
you need the methods and techniques to get you there: your vines must
bear the best grapes; your vinification must be the most rigorous. There
are no recipes. It's all the details of viticulture and all the details of
winemaking, the assemblage of little things, which makes for the minute
differences between a good wine and a great one."

Those details begin in the vineyards where Dagueneau goes well beyond
the mandates of the Institut National des Appellations d'Origine (INAO).
Vine density ranges from the legal minimum of 6,000 up to 14,000 vines
per hectare. His crew prunes severely, de-buds, de-leafs, removes extra
clusters and keeps yields under (often well under) 45 hectoliters per
hectare (about 3 tons per acre). Grapes are hand-harvested by trie,
successive passes through the vineyard. He has made costly investments.
After the devastating spring of '91 he installed Chablis-style anti-frost
equipment. And most recently, he positioned two weather posts in key
parcels in order to monitor temperature, rainfall, humidity and other
meteorological data to help fine tune his treatment of vine maladies.

In the cellar Dagueneau is no less exacting. His winery, built in 1989,
looks like a cathedral--or at least like a suburban church in an affluent
community. It operates on the gravity principle and is s o clean you could
eat off the floor.

Dagueneau likes to say that nothing about his winemaking is systematic.
Broadly speaking, however, the grapes are not destemmed if the harvest
is ripe and healthy. Several varieties of yeast are added. Fermentation
occurs either in small, temperature-controlled stainless steel tanks or in
oak barrels (including some designed to Dagueneau's specifications, one-
and-a-half inches longer than the traditional barrique). After an initial
racking, the wines stay on their fine lees until bottling. He is opposed to
malolactic fermentation for Sauvignon Blanc no matter how acidic the
vintage.

Dagueneau currently produces four types of Pouilly-Fumé. En Chailloux
represents half of his production. Next is the single-vineyard Buisson
Menard. The barrel-fermented Pur Sang is a bridge between the soft,
easy-going En Chailloux and Dagueneau's more complex Cuvée Silex,
which is barrel-fermented and -aged using grapes from 35- to 60-year-old
vines growing in soil rich in silex, or silica. Dagueneau believes these
grapes make the most structured, "intellectual" Pouillys. The most
sumptuous versions come from vintages such as 1990, 1989 and the
classic 1988, but Dagueneau can make the best of lesser years, too, as the
tasting of his '94s demonstrated to his visitors.

(His 1992s showed well in the most recent Wine Spectator tasting report
on Loire Sauvignons. Silex was the highest-rated wine, scoring 91; Pur
Sang scored 90; and Buisson Menard, 87. Only the "big and ripe" En
Chailloux (82) was faulted for being a bit flabby.)

Dagueneau also makes a bit of Riesling, some Pouilly from ungrafted
vines and an off-dry Sauvignon, which he calls Maudit (cursed) because
it was denied the Pouilly appellation for not being "typical."

Tasters accustomed to feisty, herbaceous Loire Valley Sauvignon Blancs
may find none of Dagueneau's wines typical. A creamy texture replaces
the usual raw acidity, and the mineral flavors combined with tropical fruit
often recall the wines of Alsace. All that, however, corresponds to
Dagueneau's view of the grape variety.

"I think Sauvignon is one of the most complex and subtle grapes," he
explains, "but it's very hard to extract that complexity. First, you must
keep it from overproducing. Then, it can be difficult to have good
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keep it from overproducing. Then, it can be difficult to have good
aromatic maturity at the same time as physiological maturity. Often the
grapes have good sugars, but haven't reached aromatic ripeness. This
leads to vegetal aromas like peppers, green beans, leeks or cat pee. These
aromas are natural but not the ones I seek. I'm looking for fig, apricot,
mangoes, passion fruit, grapefruit and cassis, all flavors of true aromatic
ripeness."

While many credit Dagueneau with defining the vanguard of a new, ripe
Loire Sauvignon, he maintains that he's simply harking back to the
traditions, the culture and the savoir faire of his grandfather's generation.
The concept of ripeness is a case in point.

"Our grandfathers knew when the right ripeness had been achieved," he
says. "They knew, for example, that in a certain type of year the fruit
flavor seemed dry." Like his forebears, Dagueneau intends his wines to
age. And his image of ancestral Pouillys has drawn him to modern
techniques. Skin contact, for example, seemed to him a way to re-create
old-style Pouillys, which were made from grapes that were harvested into
wooden vats and left until the evening when they were pressed.

Working with Dubourdieu he found the technique "sensational," but only
"when used under draconian conditions--with healthy, balanced, perfectly
ripe, hand-selected harvest." Under such conditions, he continues, "it can
give the wine more amplitude, a better expression of the terroir because
you get aromas that are on the skins. The contact of the skin and the juice
will augment the extraction of the typicity."

"Harrumph!" mutter vignerons from Les Loges to Cosne. Hang out in
Pouilly's cellars and talk inevitably turns to Dagueneau--about the time he
went on television and talked about high yields, for example. No one
denies exaggerated yields in the regions--at the neighbor's vineyard--but
neither will anyone be quoted for the record. The November 1994 issue
of the French trade

magazine Revue des Vins de France, however, notes that the key problem
facing Pouilly is overproduction. Similarly no one will go on the record
about blending vintages, though this is most likely a common practice.

What local vignerons love to talk about, however, is how Dagueneau
makes

"technological" wines--the products of aromatic yeasts, skin contact and
oak aging. His wines are dismissed with the verdict: "They are not
typical."

Dagueneau responds with a question. "When people say your wine isn't
'typical' what does that mean? I think typicity is the typicity of a region
and a vintage. It is also something that the culture has given us and that
tradition has transmitted. I'm sorry. Fifty years ago Pouilly was made
from low-yielding vines, which had not had chemical weed killers and
had not been machine-harvested. I try to get closer to typicity, that's my
goal.

"To some people, however, typicity is the style of wine the ensemble of a
region puts out for a time," he continues. "A guy from the INAO said to
me that our typicity was around 11 or 11.5 percent alcohol. That's
aberrant. In '84 or '87 you could have waited until December and you'd
never have gotten 11 percent. Is it typical to harvest wines at 8 or 9
percent (potential alcohol) and to chaptalize to 13.5? In '89 and '90 you
had grapes at 14.5 to 15. Those were exceptional vintages. We must
respect the character of the vintage. If we taste six wines we must be able
to see that one is more bitter, more acid; that's '84 or '87. This one's rich
and structured, but it's a bit vegetal: it's '85."

Addressing the issue of technology, he counters, "Yeasts and the like only
give you what you have in your wine to begin with. It's not by using
Dubourdieu's yeasts that you'll have a great wine."

Alphonse Mellot, of the important grower-négociant house Domaine de la
Moussière in Sancerre, concurs, calling the issue of yeasts "a non-
problem," adding: "It's a nostalgia for the past and for a past that was
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problem," adding: "It's a nostalgia for the past and for a past that was
mediocre. In the old days a good vigneron made his own yeasts with a
pied de cuvée, which permitted him to select the yeasts he wanted. And
he reproduced that year after year. A vigneron who let indigenous yeasts
do whatever they wanted had a very good chance of making a really rustic
wine. And the question of yeasts is nothing compared to chaptalization.
It's much more serious to harvest grapes at 7 percent and make a wine
with 12.5 or 13 percent [alcohol]."

Mellot, like Dagueneau and like a sizable number of other vintners in the
Pouilly and Sancerre regions, works with selected yeasts, often
collaborating with enologists like Dubourdieu or government-sponsored
researchers at the Institut Technique de La Vigne et du Vin to find strains
that don't create aromas of banana or bubble gum. And, like Dagueneau,
Mellot is part of a growing number of vintners who experiment with
vinification in new (or new-ish) oak barrels--a technique Dagueneau
believes is essential to make great wine.

Of course, the new barrels are reserved for top cuvées such as
Dagueneau's Silex. At $45 a bottle, Silex is outpriced only by
Ladoucette's Baron de L which costs $50. But new oak is a relatively
minor factor in its high price. (Dagueneau's En Chailloux, which
undergoes little or no barrel-aging, costs more than most Pouillys at about
$27.) Extremely low yields, hand-harvesting in successive passes and
other viticultural decisions have a far greater impact on price.

"I'm lucky," Dagueneau reflects, "I make wine with- out regard to cost.
I've never made a decision based on finances and I don't want to know
how I'm doing financially, otherwise that will dictate how I make my
wine."

The Credit Agricole bank has underwritten Dagueneau's dazzling
ensemble of vineyards and cellars, the pneumatic presses, the new barrels,
the weather posts, the seven full-time employees. Most young vignerons,
starting with nothing, upgrade incrementally.

Not long after his winery was completed, Dagueneau conceded that it was
inordinately expensive. "But I didn't want to wait and do it bit by bit.
You've got to move quickly. Life is short. I hope in five years I'll still
want to be a winemaker, but maybe I'll want something else."

Four-and-a-half years have passed since that statement and Dagueneau is
still making wine. It might reassure those who love his Pouilly to know
that he recently replanted a historic vineyard, and bought and trained a
mare to maneuver through its tight rows with a plow.

-Jacqueline Friedrich is the author of A Wine and Food Guide to the
Loire , to be published by Henry Holt in June 1996.
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